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REALITY:
Facebook Targeting, Tracking, and 

Optimization are Going to be Radically 
Affected By the Fallout From iOS 14.5



REALITY CHECK #1:
We’re giving you what we know…

...there’s more we don’t know



REALITY CHECK #2:
Facebook Advertising will still be profitable 

for those that embrace the changes 



What’s at Stake? 
Facebook’s edge is merged data and a 

broken feedback loop that powers the AI is 
being short-circuited 



WHAT IS HAPPENING:

Apple is enforcing an AppTrackingTransparency 
(ATT) Framework prompt that will ask the users of 
iOS apps that track IDFA (Identifier for Advertisers) 
whether they want to allow tracking. 

Apple says that it will go live in “early Spring” 2021.

Facebook expects only about 15% of people to Allow 
Tracking



Implications

1. This is the first major blow to 
personalized advertising. It’s not 
the canary in the coal mine (Ad 
Blockers, GDPR, CCPA, etc.)

2. This is not just about iOS

3. Facebook is being forced to 
overhaul their advertising 
platform in quick fashion

4. Every network including 
Facebook will be hit!



What’s Affected?

1. Tracking and Conversion Reporting
a. Users who opt-out will be restricted, 

aggregated, and delayed

2. Targeting

3. Attribution

4. Retargeting Audiences and Custom 
Audience Sizes

5. Optimization for AI. The feedback loop on 
buyers is being short-circuited.



How Much Will I Be Affected?

Run a report, breakdown by Delivery -> Impression Device. 

Use totals from your highest Reach campaign over last 30 days.

(iPhone Reach + iPad Reach + iPod Reach) / Reach = 42%



(iPhone Reach + iPad Reach + iPod Reach) / Reach = 81%

How Much Will I Be Affected?



How Cookie Tracking Works

1. You visit a website

2. The website either sets a cookie itself (1st party) or downloads code from 
another website like Facebook, Google, or any tracking platform and that 
sets a cookie (3rd party). The cookie is a random string

a. fr=05VYR8uKw1ZbKj4W4..BfrtWd.20.GA5.0.0.BgPYaR.AWVkpY9mmY

3. Each time you revisit that site, your browser resends the cookie to the 
website. If you’re logged into that site, they know who you are and can 
associate every activity with that cookie (past, present, & future) with you.



What Can I Do?

1. Domain Verification

2. Server-Side Tracking

3. Advanced Matching

4. Adjust Attributions

5. Choose 8 Events For Optimizing Per Domain

6. Diversify Reporting



Domain Verification

● Get your domains verified (Business 
Settings -> Brand)

● Check with shared services like LeadPages, 
Unbounce, Clickfunnels, Infusionsoft for 
specific instructions

● Be sure to share domains with people who 
manage your account



Server Side Tracking

You want to use the Conversion API to send conversion data back to 
Facebook to close the feedback loop and power the AI to find more 
customers. 

Facebook warns us that using the Pixel alone will result in huge drop in 
ability to track, target, and optimize.

Most third party providers are utilizing the API (or will be)



Advanced Matching

Use information your customers have 
provided to your business, like email 
address or phone number, to match your 
website's visitors to people on Facebook. 

This can help you attribute more 
conversions to your Facebook ads and 
reach more people through remarketing 
campaigns.



Advanced Matching



Advanced Matching



Adjusting Attributions

● 28 day attribution is gone

● All active campaigns/ad 
sets/ads have already been 
adjusted to 7 Day

● Reports will not total properly if 
you have older campaigns/ad 
sets/ads with old 28-day 
attribution

● Automated rules may need to 
change 



Choose 8 Optimization Events



Choose 8 Optimization Events



What is Aggregated Event Measurement?

● Why 8 events?

● Private Click Measurement (PCM)

● How your events will be tracked now

● Using multiple domains and limited events on each

● Big deal for those who cannot attain 50 conversion events in a week 
(especially Ecomm) - WHY??



8 Optimization Events



Diversify Reporting

Aggregate Data From Multiple Sources

● Facebook

● Google Analytics

● CRM

● 3rd Party Tools Being Developed

○ WATCH OUT!



Strategies To Embrace



Focus on In-App Events

In-app Facebook events are immune to iOS 14 changes. 

Deep Funnel Marketing™ leans on video custom audiences and in-app video 
audiences to move prospects through a funnel. (UGFBA)

● Video View Campaigns

● Video Ads

● Lead Forms

● Messenger

● Instant Experiences



Feed The Machine To Keep It Happy

Collect your own first-party data 
like emails and phone numbers 
rather than relying on pixels and 
cookies.

Connect these first-party audiences 
to Facebook Custom Audiences for 
targeting, modeling, and exclusions 
using tech like Zapier.



Content Strategy

“Content is the new cookie” 

Source: Owen Ray, Invoca.com Jan 2021

Use unique landing pages to track specific events

As the great Gary Bencivenga said, “make your 
advertising itself, useful.” 

Ads will be less targeted, we’ll have to do more 
content/advertorial marketing to get attention.



Q&A

Ultimate Guide To Facebook Ads Training Course
TheAdCoaches.com/course

The Ad Coaches Training Room
TheAdCoaches.com/training-room

More Ad Coaches Support


